1. **FRAME QUESTION**, Translate the terms of the question to the controlled vocabulary of the database, when possible; use keyword searching when necessary

2. **FINDING**: Select a database (PsycINFO, Web of Science, PubMed, CINAHLPlus, etc.)

3. Use **AND** to combine terms and narrow a search:
   - burnout **AND** nurses
   - Use **OR** to expand a search using synonyms
     - burnout **OR** job stress **OR** occupational stress

   Apply categorical limits for publication type, year, age groups:
   
   *For example:*
   - Limit to age group “Aged, 65 and over”
   - Limit to publication years 2001-2007
   - Limit to publication type: “systematic review” or “randomized controlled trial” (if possible in database)

4. **ASSESSMENT**: critical appraisal, other sources, other databases
Is there research on the phenomenon of **burnout** in **nurses**?

- Articles containing term: *burnout, professional*
- Articles containing term: *nurses*
Narrow Your Search

Burnout, professional

nurses

AND

Articles in purple area retrieved, contain both terms.
Broaden Your Search

Burnout, professional **OR** stress, occupational **OR**…

The OR operator retrieves articles with *any, all terms*.
OR retrieves MORE!
You may combine a large set of OR’d terms with another set. Articles in purple contain any term from OR’d set, AND the term nurses
You may combine a large set of OR’d terms with another set. Articles in overlap contain any term from OR’d set, AND the term nurses, AND limited to publication type: research [CINAHL]
Limits

• In Medline/PubMed, use the Limits tab to apply categorical limits, such as age groups, publication types, dates…

• Use Medline/PubMed “Clinical queries” or Medline/Ovid Additional Limits button to select from “clinical queries” Clinical queries include the ability to search for systematic reviews or limit to a clinical study category. More info at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pubmed_subsets/sysreviews_strategy.html

• In CINAHLPlus, click on Refine Search tab to limit to Publication type: “research” OR “systematic review” or try the Clinical Queries

• In PsycINFO, click on Limit a Search, limit by Methodology; try using Clinical Queries

• In all databases, use categorical limits (if available, for age groups) e.g., aged, child, young adult (rather than keywords such as “pediatric” or “elderly”)
• Use the Focus feature (to major headings)
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Title: Creating a healthy workplace for new-generation nurses
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If full text not available and journal is not in Bobcat, ORDER VIA INTERLIBRARY LOAN